DETO I TIGERS
WINTER LEAGUE HIGHLIGHTS
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11 - SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

PAUL VOELKER - RHP
LAST APPEARANCE: 12/17 @ Toros del Este
1.0 IP, H, 0 R, 0 BB, 0 SO, SV

INNINGS: 10.1
ERA: 1.74

RECORD: 0-1
STRIKEOUTS: 9

SERGIO ALCANTARA - SS
LAST GAME: 12/17 vs. Aguilas Cibaenas
2x5 at SS

GAMES: 30
HOME RUNS: 0

AVG: .266
RBI: 7

PROSPECT WATCH

MICHAEL GERBER - OF
TIGERS NO. 10 PROSPECT

AGE: 25 // HOMETOWN: Nashville, TN
HEIGHT: 6-0 // WEIGHT: 190
BATS: Left // THROWS: Right

HOW OBTAINED: Selected by the Tigers in the 15th round of the 2014 MLB First-Year Player Draft.

TOP 15 PROSPECT RANKINGS

1. Franklin Perez, RHP
2. Matt Manning, RHP
3. Alex Faedo, RHP
4. Beau Burrows, RHP
5. Daz Cameron, OF
6. Christin Stewart, OF
7. Jake Rogers, C
8. Kyle Funkhouser, RHP
9. Isaac Paredes, SS
10. Michael Gerber, OF
11. Derek Hill, OF
12. Gregory Soto, LHP
13. Tyler Alexander, LHP
14. Grayson Long, RHP
15. Dawel Lugo, 3B/SS